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Conspicuous Confusion? A Critique of Veblen's Theory of
Conspicuous Consumption*
COLIN CAMPBELL

University of York
Veblen's concept of conspicuous consumption, although widely known and commonly
invoked, has rarely been examined critically; the associated "theory" has never been
tested. It is suggested that the reason for this lies in the difficulty of determining the
criterion that defines the phenomenon, a difficulty that derives from Veblen 's failure to
integrate two contrasting conceptual formulations. These are, first, an interpretive or
subjective version that conceives of conspicuous consumption as action marked by
the presence of certain intentions, purposes, or motives, and second, a functionalist
formulation in which conspicuous consumption is viewed as a form of behavior characterized by particular end results or outcomes. Consideration of each of these strands
reveals major difficulties that prevent the construction of an operational definition of
conspicuous consumption and hence the extraction of a workable theory from Veblen's
discussion.

Although it would be untrue to say that Thorstein Veblen's work has been entirely neglected
by sociologists, few of his concepts or theories figure in ongoing debates or are employed
in research. In part this can be attributed to his extensive use of an evolutionary framework,
combined with an instinctivist psychology, both of which appear very old-fashioned in the
context of contemporary sociological thought. The principal reason, however, is probably
that his reputation rests largely on his role as a social critic and commentator rather than
as social theorist. Thus C. Wright Mills (1957), probably the most obvious inheritor of
Veblen's mantle, described him as "the best critic of America that America has produced"
rather than as the best sociologist; other figures who have followed in Veblen's footsteps,
such as Max Lerer (1957) and David Riesman (Riesman, Glazer, and Denny 1950), also
would seem to be more deeply indebted to his ironic and radical style of social criticism
than to his sociological theorizing.
Whatever the reason might be, however, it is likely that few contemporary sociologists
would be able to identify Veblen's significant or distinctive contribution to sociological
theory; the one obvious exception is his concept of conspicuous consumption. Yet this term,
which Veblen invented, is not familiar only to most sociologists; it has become part of
everyday language. Strangely, despite this, the associated theory is little discussed in
sociology; as a consequence, Veblen's influence as a theorist has been more pervasive in
economics, where the term Veblen effect has an established place in the theoretical vocabulary. This continuing neglect is difficult to understand, given the prominence accorded to
consumption and consumer behavior in contemporary debates about the "postmodern
society" and the "postmodern condition" (see, for example, Baudrillard 1975, 1988; Feath*
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erstone 1991; Jameson 1987), as well as the widespreaduse made of Veblen'stheory by
historians.
Although Veblen'sterm is often used in little more thana vague descriptivesense to refer
to any nonutilitarianforms of consumption,or merely to that which is judged extravagant,
luxurious,or wasteful, some writersseem to regardVeblenas offering a theory that can be
used to account for distinctivepatternsof consumerbehavior.The problem with this view
is that such usage suggests that a coherentset of widely acceptedpropositionsexists; that
there is, in fact, an agreed theory of conspicuous consumption.Yet despite the extraordinarily dominantposition of Veblen'stheory in both popularand academic consciousness,
one must admit that the theory itself has not been the object of much serious discussion
and debate, let alone the subject of empirical inquiry. Indeed, it appears that only one
extendedeffort has been madeto evaluatethe theoryas a whole (Mason 1981); significantly,
this is the work of an economist, not a sociologist. Meanwhile, nobody has made a
systematic attempt to verify the theory itself. Thus, although some aspects of Veblen's
general theory have been considered from time to time (for examples, see Adorno 1967;
Davis 1944), the theory of conspicuous consumption has yet to be examined critically.
Consequentlythe purpose of this paper is less to focus on a neglected theorist than on a
neglected theory, and to focus in particularon two crucial issues. First, what exactly is
Veblen'stheory, and is it clear and unambiguousenough in its conceptualizationto permit
agreementon its centralpropositions?Second, and arising from the first question, can the
theory be formulatedin such a way that it can be tested?
The widespread popular use of the term conspicuous consumption, coupled with the lack

of scholarly assessment, has combined to create some confusion over the precise natureof
Veblen'sconcept. Thus, althoughone can find definitionsof the term in both popularand
specialized social science dictionariesand encyclopedias (Bullock and Stallybrass 1977;
Gould and Kolb 1964), these often referto commonsenseunderstandingsof this phenomenon ratherthan to Veblen'sown usage. Therefore,it seems wise to proceed by attempting
to identify the theory that is actually contained in The Theory of the Leisure Class.
Unfortunatelythis is more easily said than done, because Veblen'sironic and satiricaltone,
coupled with his deliberaterejectionof a conventionalscholarly style, compels the reader
to work hard to determine precisely what he had in mind. The more serious problems,
however, tend to arise from the ambiguities that are inherent in Veblen's functionalist
approach.
CONSPICUOUSCONSUMPTIONAS DISTINGUISHEDBY AN INTENTION,
MOTIVE,OR INSTINCT
A common way of describing conspicuous consumption is to present it as a patternof
conduct that is intended to realize the goal of maintainingor enhancing an individual's
social position (see, for example, the entries in Bullock and Stallybrass1977 and in Gould
and Kolb 1964). This view apparentlyis strengthenedby a casual reading of The Theory
of the Leisure Class. Such a reading is likely to give the reader the impression that the
theory of conspicuous consumptionconcerns a particularform of rationalpurposiveconduct, one in which statusconsiderationspredominate,because Veblengenerallyimplies that
individualsconsciously seek to "excel in pecuniarystanding"and so "gainthe esteem and
I Thus Lawrence Stone (1965) employed Veblen's concept of conspicuous consumption in his study of the
English aristocracy between 1558 and 1641, as does Peter Burke (1987) in his study of early modern Italy.
Meanwhile there has been an extensive debate over the role of Veblenesque theories of social emulation in
understandingthe "consumerrevolution"in eighteenth-centuryEngland(see Campbell 1987;McKendrick,Brewer,
and Plumb 1982; Perkin 1968; Weatherill1988).
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envy of (their) fellow-men"([1925]1970:32). Certainlyhe refers continuallyto individuals
as either strugglingto "outdoone another"([1925]1970:88), "desiringto excel everyonein
the accumulationof goods" ([1925]1970:32), or engaging in "a restless strainingto place
a wider and ever-widening pecuniary interval between (themselves) and (the) average
standard"([192511970:31).Thus the impressionis that in this Hobbesianversion of social
existence, all actors are well awareof the natureof the strugglein which they are engaged
and would have no difficulty in recognizing Veblen'saccount as a true descriptionof their
conduct.Consequentlythe conclusion would appearto be that conspicuousconsumptionis
an activity distinguished by individuals' deliberate, conscious endeavors to achieve a
particularend. Although this goal is describedvariouslyin the quotationsgiven above, the
common theme seems to be that individuals seek 1) to excel in their manifestationof
pecuniaryability or pecuniarystrengthin order to 2) impress others and thereby 3) gain
their esteem or envy. From this it would appearreasonableto conclude that conspicuous
consumption is a category of intentionalactions in which the goal is to bring about an
improvementin others'opinions of oneself.
A closer readingof Veblen,however,suggests a somewhatdifferentunderstandingof the
phenomenonof conspicuous consumption,one in which it could be said that the motives
underlyingconduct are emphasizedmore stronglythan formulatedgoals or intentions.It is
clear, for example, that Veblen places special emphasis on what he calls "the emulative
motive,"assertingrepeatedlythat"themotive thatlies at the root of ownershipis emulation"
([1925]1970:25). Yet it is not entirely clear what Veblen means by calling emulation a
"motive,"for the verb to emulate merely suggests a form of action that is guided by the
intentionof equaling or surpassingsomeone; it does not necessarily imply anythingabout
the motive for such conduct.
To complicate mattersfurther,Veblen repeatedlyequates emulationwith the making of
invidious comparisons.Apparentlyhe believes that the one must always imply the other,
even thoughthe makingof comparisons,like emulation,is not a motive in the normalsense
of the word. An accompanyingemotion, however, such as envy, might well be such a
motive.2Yet Veblen seems to have believed that making such comparisonsinevitablylead
to emulation: he writes, "Emulation[is] the stimulus of an invidious comparisonwhich
prompts us to outdo those with whom we are in a habit of classing ourselves"
([1925]1970:103). From this perspective,conspicuous consumptionis that conduct which
arises out of the motive of emulation, which Veblenjudges to be "of ancient growth and
. . . a pervading trait of human nature."Indeed, he believes that after the "instinctof
self-preservation,"it is "probablythe strongestand most alertandpersistentof the economic
motives proper"([1925]1970:110). As suggestedby the above quote, Veblenseems to have
viewed emulationmore as an "instinct"than as a motive proper.Such a position might help
explain how conspicuousconsumptioncould be viewed as intentional(in the sense of being
purposeful), although not voluntary-that is to say, resembling instincts in animals and
birds in being a practicethat is preprogrammedand common to a species.
Naturally,if conspicuous consumptionarose from an instinct in this sense, individuals
might not be awareof the extent to which their conducttook this form. Consequentlythey
could easily be deceived into thinkingthey were acting for other reasons, when in fact the
2 To what
aspect of reality (if any) the term motive might apply is a matter of dispute among sociologists.
Although Weber (1964) used the word to refer both to the reasons for acting and to emotive forces that might
impel individualsto act. other writers, following the line of argumentinitiatedby C. WrightMills (1940), have
attemptedto restrictits meaning to "words"(Scott and Lyman 1970; Semin and Manstead 1983). The position
taken here is that this "vocabularyof motives"traditionis unrelatedto understandinghow individuals'conduct is
actually initiatedand carriedthroughto completion (Campbell 1991). Hence, for the purposeof this discussion,
a motive is assumed to be a subjectively meaningful experience, composed of thoughts and emotions, which
promptsan individualto act.
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"law of conspicuous waste"was determiningtheir actions. Indeed,this also seems to have
been Veblen's position: he observes that "most . . . wasteful consumption" does not stem

from "a conscious effort to excel in the expensivenessof... visible consumption,so much
as it is a desire to live up to a conventionalstandardof decency in the amount and grade
of goods consumed"([192511970:102).Thus it is that "thelaw of conspicuouswaste guides
consumption... chiefly at the second remove,by shapingthe canons of taste and decency"
([1925]1970:168). Hence, according to Veblen, while people bend their efforts to live up
to a given "ideal of decency" and act out a standardof living that they have learned to
regardas "rightand good" ([1925]1970:84), they are exemplifying,in reality and unknowingly, the law of conspicuous waste. Therefore,accordingto this version of the theory, a
sharpcontrastexists between the conscious intentionsof consumers,which are directedat
realizing that "idealof consumption"which lies just beyond their reach, and the "motive"
(or "instinct")of emulation,which is actually impelling such conduct.
In an alternativeinterpretation,conspicuous consumptionis a form of conduct marked
by specific conscious "motives."This cannot really include emulationbecause emulation,
in such a case, would appearto be less a motive than the outcome of a motive. In fact, at
least three possible motives for emulativeconduct can be discernedin Veblen'sdiscussion.
The first of these is the protection or enhancementof esteem. One of Veblen's clearest
arguments about the psychological mechanism underlying the activity of conspicuous
consumption is as follows: Wealth confers honor; individualsare esteemed in proportion
to the wealth they possess, while an individual'sself-esteemdependson the esteem accorded
by others.It follows thatfluctuationsin an individual'sperceivedwealth will lead to changes
in self-esteem. Hence, to protector enhance self-esteem, an individualwill find it necessary
to display considerable"pecuniarystrength."But Veblenalso suggests other,ratherdifferent
motives for such conduct. He refers, for example, to the "satisfaction"that comes from
having "widenedthe pecuniaryinterval"between oneself and those with whom one is in
the habit of classing oneself, and to the "gratification"that comes from "possessing
something more than others" ([192511970:31). Interestingly,these motives, unlike the
motive of esteem mentionedabove, do not rely in any way on the reactionof others.Finally,
Veblen mentionsthe "desire... to gain ... the envy of one's fellow-men"([1925]1970:32)
as a motive for strivingto conspicuously consume.3
We now can conclude that no fewer than three differentaccountsseem to fall underthe
single overall heading of Veblen'sinterpretivetheory of conspicuous consumption.First is
that form in which conscious intentions are crucial; second, that in which unconscious
motives (or motive forces such as instincts)are crucial;and third,that in which conscious
motives are crucial. The two dimensions of contrasthere are 1) motives versus intentions
and 2) deliberatelypurposiveversus unknowinglypromptedactions.

CONSPICUOUSCONSUMPTIONAS DISTINGUISHEDBY A CONSEQUENCE,
OUTCOME,OR FUNCTION
Almost as common as those definitionsof conspicuous consumptionwhich are expressed
in terms of a given goal, intention,or purposeare those which are expressed in terms of a
distinctiveconsequenceor function(for a famous instanceof such usage, see Merton 1957).
According to this formulation,conspicuous consumption is not marked by any special
subjective states in individuals, but ratherby objective states "in the world." The most
obvious way of viewing conspicuous consumptionin these terms is as conduct that results
3 Veblen notes that there might be motives other than consumption for accumulatingwealth. He mentions
comfort and security from want, but considers these to be "insignificant"when comparedwith emulation.
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in others'being impressedby the actor'specuniarystrength.As we have had cause to note
above, however,Veblenpresentsmore thanone accountof the criticaloutcome. Is impressing others really crucial, or is the actual process of "wideningthe pecuniaryinterval"and
hence "excelling in pecuniarystanding"sufficientin itself? Is the object to enhancestatus
or prestige?Finally, is conspicuousconsumptionconduct that impressesothers, or conduct
that the conspicuous consumer believes has succeeded in impressingothers?To consider
these (and other) questions, it will be useful at this point to examine one of the very few
examples providedby Veblen.
Although Veblen claimed that there was ample evidence to supporthis theory (in the
form of both academic researchand direct personalobservation),he presentedhardlyany
extended examples in his book. Nonetheless, his discussion is interspersedwith some
tantalizingsuggestions;one of these can be examinedprofitablyto show how it illuminates
his more general and abstractclaims. As an example of conspicuous consumptionamong
the laboringclasses of America in the late nineteenthcentury,Veblen cites the practiceof
dram-drinking,particularly"treating,"which was prevalent among handicraftsmenand
especially journeymenprinters.He comments on the geographicalmobility that was such
an importantfeatureof the life of these workers;they, as a result, regularlyspent much of
their lives travelingfrom town to town. One consequencewas thatprintersconstantlywere
throwninto contactwith new groupsof acquaintanceswith whom "therelationsestablished
are transientor ephemeral,but whose good opinion is valued none the less for the time
being" ([192511970:90). This "good opinion" then was sought through the practice of
buying drinks or "drams"for one's new workmates,an activity that Veblen suggests is a
form of "conspicuousconsumption."
Some importantpoints can be noted about this (admittedly rather vague) example.
Certainlyone can appreciatethat an itinerantprintermay be tempted to spend freely on
drink when first thrustamong new workmates,and to indulge extensively in treating.It is
also reasonableto claim, as does Veblen, that he may do this out of a spirit of good-fellowship, in addition to a desire to show off. More difficult to accept, however, is the
assumptionthathis drinkingcompanionswill necessarilyregardhis generosityas evidence
of his high pecuniary standing or wealth, as the theory of conspicuous consumption
requires. Although this outcome is possible, it would seem more likely that they would
simply attributehis conductto a desire to be accordedtheir "goodopinion,"and they might
well assume that he would be willing to run up a sizable debt in pursuingthis goal. Yet no
matter what assumptions they might make about the source of the money he spends, it
seems more than likely that they will view his conduct as indicatinghis characterrather
than his financialcircumstances.That is to say, his action in treatinghis new workmates
will be judged as a sign that he is a generous and sociable person, someone who likes a
good time and is in every way "a good fellow." Hence, althoughhis conduct indeed may
earn him high esteem from his new colleagues, this is not so much because they recognize
his high pecuniarystandingas because they value such personalqualities.
Veblen, however, not only fails to recognize that esteem might be accorded for such
reasons; he also fails to make the crucial distinction between that esteem and deference
which is accordedto individualsbecause of such personalqualities as generosity,bravery,
kindness,wisdom, and style, and thatwhich is accordedto them as occupantsof prestigious
social positions. In view of his basic assumptionthat the status system of a society is built
arounddifferences in wealth, the "pecuniarystanding"of individualsis equivalentto their
social status. Hence whateverdeferenceor esteem is accordedthem as a result arises from
their social position, not from their personal characteristics.In the example given above,
however, the journeymanprinterprobablyhas not affected his general social standingin
any way through his practice of treating: although he is now popular with his fellow
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workers, it is unlikely that his position in the eyes of his landlord,his employer, or even
his own family has changed in any way whatever.
Yet another,equally importantpoint can be made about the above example, concerning
the relationshipbetween the consumer and those whom he or she would wish to impress.
Veblen seems to assume that the printer has earned the esteem of his new friends by
impressing them with his wealth, when any neutralobserver surely would conclude that
any such esteem has merely been "bought."A significantdifference exists between those
situationsin which observersare impressedby one's ostentatiousexpenditure,althoughthey
do not benefit from it, and those in which the good opinion of others is linked to the fact
that one's wealth has been spent on them. It is clearly not partof Veblen'stheoryto suggest
that wealth enables individuals to purchasehonor or esteem. On the contrary,he claims
that wealth is intrinsicallyhonorific and hence confers status on its possessor, no matter
how it is spent; the only proviso is that it must be expended in an ostentatious and
conspicuous manner.The example cited above is thus inappropriatebecause it describes a
situation in which the relationshipbetween consumer and audience is confused with that
between the treaterand the treated.This confusion, however, is probably not accidental,
because practicesthat are often presentedas excellent examples of conspicuous consumption frequentlyturnout, on examination,to include this additionaldimension.This is most
obviously true of the potlatch, the American Indian ritual feast that Diggins claims was
Veblen's original inspirationfor the idea of conspicuous consumption(1978:104). It also
applies to the instances of conspicuousconsumptionsuggested by Aryeh Spero (1988). In
these examples the conspicuous consumer is also the host of a banquet;he may seek not
merely to impress his guests but also to embarrassthem with the size of the indebtedness,
which custom requiresthem to repay.
Viewed in this light, impressingthroughostentatiousdisplay becomes merely one of a
set of reasons for engaging in the conduct concerned;these reasons include the normal
obligationsof hospitality,the desire to be thoughtgenerous,and the advantagesof incurring
indebtednessin others. More pertinently,it becomes impossible in these cases to determine
how much of any ensuing esteem accordedthe consumeractuallyderives from the element
of conspicuous consumption,as opposed (say) to the degree of generositydisplayed or the
overall success in performingthe role of host. If any convincing examples of conspicuous
consumptionare to be found, they must relate to situationsin which thereare no additional
complicatingrelationshipsbetween consumerand audience.
To follow up this point, it is worth consideringthe natureof this audience more closely,
and deciding who exactly is likely to be impressedby conspicuous consuming and under
what circumstances.In this connection we may note that Veblen's discussion accords a
pivotal role to others in two different ways. First, the impulse to engage in conspicuous
consumption derives, according to Veblen, from a process in which individuals compare
themselves with others (the so-called "invidiouscomparison"or "emulation").Second, the
success or failure of the act of conspicuousconsumptionis judged in terms of the reactions
of others. Unfortunately,Veblen'scommentsaboutthese two groupsof others (comparators
and audience) are rathervague in both respects: it is not at all clear whetherhe considers
them to overlap, or indeed whethereither or both are to be considered identical with the
conspicuousconsumer'sown membershipgroup.As for the questionof comparison,Veblen
refers to an individual seeking to possess as many goods as "others with whom he is
accustomed to class himself' ([1925]1970:31), and to people's general tendency to strive
to "outdothose with whom they are in the habit of classing themselves"([1925]1970:103).
Therebyhe suggests an identitynot only between membershipand referencegroupbut also
between comparatorsand competitors. In fact, we know from the research on reference
group behavior that individuals may compare themselves with several different social
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groups (or categories or role models) for a varietyof purposes,and that these groups may
or may not coincide with either their membershipgroup or those whom they regard as
competitorsfor social statusand prestige (see Merton 1957:281-384). The situationis only
a little less confused with respect to audience groups. Often Veblen merely refers to
individualsseeking to gain the esteem and envy of their "fellow-men,"althoughthe most
common impressionis that he assumes these to be drawnfrom the membershipgroup. Yet
he is not consistentin this regard,and his discussion leaves the issue confusedin two crucial
respects.
The first concerns the target audience. Are conspicuous consumerspeople who reveal
their ostentatious consumption to all and sundry, simply displaying pecuniary strength
indiscriminatelyto whoever happens to be present to witness it? Or do they take care to
ensure that it is visible to precisely those people whom they wish to impress?The example
of the itinerantprintersuggests the latterbecause he presumablyhad a clear idea of whom
he was preparedto treat. Also, Veblen says at one point that conspicuous consumptionis
normallyconcentratedon those lines "whichare most patentto the observerswhose good
opinion is being sought" ([1925]1970:112); this observationcertainly suggests targeting.
At other times, however, Veblen writes about conspicuous consumers as if their concern
was to succeed in impressinganyonethey might meet, no matterhow fleetingthe interaction
or how unknownthe observer.4
This point in turn raises the second and related issue concerning the audience group.
Does it merely consist of personsknown to the individualsconcerned,and with whom they
habituallyinteract,or can it be said to embraceanonymousand unknownobserversof their
conduct?
In fact, Veblen recognizes the significance of this contrast,identifying it with the shift
from traditionalto modern society. In the latter,he observes, "one'sneighbours,mechanically speaking, often are socially not one's neighbours, or even acquaintances"
([1925]1970:87). Hence in comparisonwith traditionalsociety, which was characterizedby
greaterintimacy and personalknowledge of others, in modern society a largerpart of the
potential audience for one's consumption consists of anonymous individuals. As Veblen
notes, it is not merely a matterof not knowingyour neighbors;it is also that "inthe modern
communitythere is also a more frequentattendanceat large gatheringsof people to whom
one's everyday life is unknown; in places such as churches, theatres,ballrooms, hotels,
parks,shops and the like" ([1925]1970:87). Veblenconcludes from these observationsthat
because, in a fleeting or impersonalencounter,all that a strangercan know about one is
based on what is visible, one's pecuniarystrengthmust be displayed clearly and unambiguously through one's appearance.In Veblen's graphic phrase, if one is to impress the
largely anonymous observers of one's everyday life, "the signature of one's pecuniary
strengthshould be writtenin characterswhich he who runs may read"([192511970:87).
The problemwith this argumentis simply thatit seems to beg a ratherimportantquestion:
Why should anyone want to impress this ever-changingand anonymousmass of potential
observers?
Veblen'soriginal argumentwas that the conspicuousconsumersought to impress others
with his wealth in orderto win their esteem and thus, it was hoped, to maintainor improve
his social status. Yet it is hard to see how this argumentcould apply in instances where
one's conduct is scrutinizedfleetingly by a numberof unknownobservers:no matterwhat
impressionone might succeed in formingin their minds, it is difficultto know how it could
affect one's social status. In the absence of the regular and continued interactionthat
4 Mason assumes that the true conspicuous consumer is someone who has a clear target audience in mind,
namely "the social group to which the individualaspires or of which he is a member"(1981:34).
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individuals need to get to know one another, any judgment passed on the consumer, whether
considered individually or in aggregate, is of little consequence. Therefore why should
anyone bother at all to "write the signature of (their) pecuniary strength" in their appearance? Then again, one might well ask how, in any case, the consumer would know either
that others had been able to "read" this signature, or indeed that they were suitably
impressed.
This latter issue is also quite crucial for Veblen's theory as a whole; yet he does not
address it. Throughout the discussion he stresses that conspicuous consumption is conduct
directed at others with the specific intention of impressing them and, if possible, arousing
their envy. Yet he does not consider how conspicuous consumers know they have succeeded
in this aim. In those instances cited above, in which the observers are unknown to the
consumer and interaction is effectively nonexistent, it would seem that the individual simply
cannot know. Yet it is not clear that the situation is very different with respect to those
people whom the actor knows well. How, for example, did the journeyman printer know
that he had impressed his fellow workers? How does anyone who buys and displays an
expensive item know that the intended audience is indeed impressed? Positive and complimentary remarks cannot always be accepted at face value. Etiquette, custom, and the norms
of politeness may all serve to conceal an audience's real thoughts and feelings. Then again,
even if the admiration is real, it may not be easy to establish that it derives directly from
an assessment of one's wealth, as inferred from the products displayed, rather than from
some other source. It would seem that conspicuous consumers face almost insurmountable
difficulties in establishing whether they have achieved their aim.
This conclusion is important because it reveals that conspicuous consumption is a form
of conduct with two different sets of consequences: those changes, if any, which have
occurred in the attitudes and opinions of others, and those which the aspirant conspicuous
consumer imagines have occurred. This second category is crucial because it is likely to
determine the consumer's subsequent conduct. If conspicuous consumption is viewed as a
continuing pattern of activity, such conduct presumably will be repeated only if it is judged
successful. But will a pattern of conduct persist if the individuals concerned are unable to
judge whether they have succeeded? One would think not, in which case there is an
unresolved problem concerning the mechanism that perpetuates individuals' efforts to
conspicuously consume.
All these problems arise directly from Veblen's functionalism and constitute some of the
better-known deficiencies of this method. In 1968 Arthur K. Davis was able to describe
Veblen's method as "strikingly modem," stating, "He practised, without so naming it, the
analysis of latent or unintended functions of social phenomena" (p. 306). Indeed, Robert
Merton, in his own famous account of latent and manifest functions, cites Veblen's theory
of conspicuous consumption as a classic example of functional analysis (1957:65). Merton's
distinction, however, is not so easy to apply in practice as he suggests in his discussion.
As several commentators have observed (Giddens 1976; Helm 1971; Isajiw 1968; Levy
1952; Spiro 1961; Sztompka 1974), intention and recognition can vary independently of
each other, while the logic underlying the distinction is also questionable (see Campbell
1982). Individuals not only may recognize that actions have consequences which they never
intended; they may even anticipate those consequences. Similarly, a person who spends
lavishly may recognize that others may be impressed by his or her "pecuniary strength";
yet it does not follow that this was the intention. Conversely, a person who spends lavishly
with the express intention of impressing others may fail to do so; "impressing others" is an
outcome that is more likely to occur, as Elster observes (1983:66-70), as a byproduct of
conduct undertaken for other reasons.
These issues are central to identifying a clear set of propositions that might constitute a
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satisfactorytheory of conspicuous consumption.For if, as Merton suggests, this form of
behavior representsa "latentfunction"in the sense of an unintendedand unrecognized
outcome of action undertakenfor other reasons, then it becomes necessary to specify not
only why the conduct was undertakenin the first place, but also how the actors'conscious
intentions are related to this particularoutcome. It is critically importantto specify (but
difficult to envisage) the feedback processes that lead the actor to repeatthe act. Veblen's
solution to this particularproblem,which was to invoke an emulative"instinct,"is unlikely
to convince many contemporarysociologists. If conspicuousconsumptionis defined,however, as a form of conductthatis undertakenconsciously and intentionally,with the explicit
aim of impressing others with one's wealth, then it is still necessary,if there is to be an
adequatetheory of conspicuous consumption,to specify clearly who the targetaudienceis
considered to be, what motivates the individualto undertakethis action, how he or she
knows whetherthe action has been successful, and exactly in what way success or failure
leads to repeatedacts of the same kind. Veblen, as we have seen, does not addressthese
questions.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to focus on a neglected theory ratherthan on a neglected
theorist,and to do so by examininghow conspicuousconsumptionis defined.This required
a close reading of the text of The Theory of the Leisure Class and the disentanglingof
differentstrandsof argument.What now can one conclude as a result of consideringthese
strands?Either singly or together, do they constitute a sufficient basis for an adequate
definitionof the phenomenon?One which could be employed, for example, as the basis of
a programof researchto test the natureand extent of conspicuousconsumptionin contemporarysociety? The answer would hardlyseem to be an unqualified"yes,"because serious
difficulties were noted.
As for viewing conspicuousconsumptionas behaviorthatleads to specific consequences
(or fulfills given functions), one naturallyencountersall the familiarproblems associated
with the functionalist method. Thus it naturallyexcludes conduct that fails in its goal,
althoughmarkedby such intentions,while includingconductthat was not promptedby any
such intention, althoughmarkedby a successful outcome. Also, it fails to allow for other
means of achieving the same goal (that is, functional alternatives).Hence it would be
unreasonableto assume that just because an individual'sconduct succeeds in impressing
others,therebyenhancinghis or her status,such conductcould be attributedto thatperson's
consumption activity (let alone the manifestationof "pecuniarystrength")unless other
alternatives(such as the manifestationof personalqualities) have been considered.
By comparison,that interpretiveapproachwhich treatsconspicuousconsumptionas the
manifestationof specific subjectivestates within the individualappears,at first sight, to be
relatively persuasive. Yet difficulties also were noted here. Most important,it is unclear
whetherthe crucialdefiningcriterionis an intention(such as "outdoing"othersor "excelling
in pecuniarystanding")or a motive (such as "envy"or the "gratification"
of knowing that
one has more than others). Then, in addition,it is uncertainwhetherthe operativemotives
and intentions should be viewed as conscious, subconscious, "instinctive,"or merely
embodied in habitual practices. Finally, both subjective and functionalist formulations
involve highly problematicassumptions about both the natureof the "audience"for this
activity and the precise feedback processes throughwhich achieving the desired effect on
this audience causes the actor to repeatthe act of conspicuous consumption.
These problems suggest that Veblen'smost famous concept is insufficientlyclear in its
formulationto permit any general agreementon its definition.In such a case, there would
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seem to be little possibility thatsociologists might agreeon a set of propositionsconstituting
a "theory"of conspicuous consumption.For example, if individualsare considered to be
unawareof their own motives and intentions,how would one know what data to collect in
order to determinethat their conduct should count as conspicuous consumption?On the
other hand, if this form of conduct is deemed to be the productof conscious motives or
intentions, which of the several possibilities discussed warrantinclusion underthis designation? Perhaps if this latterdifficulty could be resolved, and if a clear conception of the
subjective natureof the act of conspicuous consumptioncould be determined,one might
be able, throughcareful and sensitive interviewing,to establish the context and extent of
its occurrencein reality.
One final problem, however, appearsto stand in the way of pursuingeven this limited
research strategy. According to Mason, the conspicuous consumer, "anxious to display
wealth and gain in prestige, will rarely if ever explicitly admit to any such intentions"
(1981:42). Thus even if one concluded that conspicuous consumptioncould be defined by
the presence of specific conscious intentions, the researcher might well find that no
informantswere willing to admit that this definitionapplied to them.
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